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Convective clouds serve as a primary mechanism for the transfer of thermal energy,
moisture, and momentum through the troposphere. Arguably, satellite observations
are the only viable way to sample the convective updrafts over the oceans. Here, the
potential of temporal derivatives of measurements performed in H2O lines (183GHz and
325 GHz) to infer the deep convective vertical air motions is assessed. High-resolution
simulations of tropical convection are combined with radiative transfer models to
explore the information content of time-derivative maps (as short as 30 s) of
brightness temperatures (dTb/dt). The 183-GHz Tb signal from hydrometeors is
used to detect the location of convective cores. The forward simulations suggest
that within growing convective cores, the dTb/dt is related to the vertically integrated
ice mass flux and that it is sensitive to the temporal evolution of microphysical
properties along the life cycle of convection. In addition, the area-integrated dTb/dt,
is related to the amount, size, and density of detrained ice, which are controlled by
riming and aggregation process rates. These observations, particularly in conjunction
with Doppler velocity measurements, can be used to refine these assumptions in ice
microphysics parameterizations. Further analyses show that a spectral sampling of the
183 GHz absorbing line can be used to estimate the maximum in-cloud vertical velocity
that is reached as well as its altitude with reasonable uncertainties.

Keywords: microwave radiometry, time-derivative, convective mass flux, deep convection, detection of convective
updrafts, synergy Doppler radar, passive microwave radiometer

INTRODUCTION

Importance of Convective Transport for Weather and Climate
Tropical convection plays a fundamental role in the climate system by transporting air, water, and
momentum from the lower layers of the atmosphere to the free troposphere and has been the subject of
numerous field experiments and modeling studies for decades (Houze, 2018). Despite these
comprehensive efforts, observations of vertical transport in deep convection over the tropical oceans
are simply not available. The lack of understanding of the convective updraft properties and their
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relationship to environmental factors limits our ability to represent
deep convection and its feedbacks in large scale circulation models.

Efficient vertical transport occurs in deep convective cells
embedded in organized meso-scale convective cloud structures
(Houze and Betts, 1981; Schumacher and Rasmussen, 2020). The
two-way relationship between deep convection and its large-scale
environment is hence complicated owing to this intermediate
agent, that both influences and is influenced by deep convection,
and its environment as well. This complexity is perhaps the
reason for sustained research despite half a century of
dedicated efforts (Tomassini, 2021).

Vertical transport of water permits the formation of large
upper level cloud decks that interact with the radiation, the
thermodynamics and the dynamics of the large-scale
environment in which they form. In return, the cloud mass
deposited aloft can feedback onto the initial causes that
triggered deep convection in the first place. In the simplest
conceptual models, the cloud deck, also known as the
stratiform anvil cloud, is associated with a mesoscale
circulation that can perturb the surface conditions and help
release instability for new deep convective cells to form and
contribute to feeding the cloud decks again (Wang et al., 2020). In
this simple view, deep convection is a process strongly coupled
with its cloud structure. Understanding of this coupling has
remained particularly stubborn to unravel despite significant
progress over the last decades (Houze, 2018). In particular, the
reasons for the observed duration of these convective systems are
still debated. From the earlier cold pools-deep convection
dynamical coupling theory (Rotunno et al., 1988), the
stratiform-cold pools connection (Lafore and Moncrieff, 1989)
to the role of radiation in sustaining the system duration (Roca
et al., 2020; Gasparini et al., 2021) to the aerosol invigoration
process (Seigel and Van Den Heever, 2013), a large suite of
candidate lead-processes are at hands. What these considerations
all have in common, is the need to couple the deep convection to
the cloud deck through, in short, an articulated water budget of
the anvil cloud (Redelsperger, 1997). The pathway from deep
convection to stratiform anvil mass can be quantified with the
convective mass flux. Elsaesser et al. (2021) recently proposed a
simple formulation of this relationship. Noting A the surface of
the cloud shield of the convective system, Ac the surface of the
convective part of cloud shield, Mc the convective mass flux and τ
the characteristic decay time, then the growth rate of the surface
of the cloud shield of the convective system can be linked to the
growth rate of the convective surface Ac and the vertical
convergence of the convective mass flux and reads:

dA

dt
≈
dAc

dt
− 1
ρ

dMc

dz
− A

τ
(1)

with Mc, the convective mass flux over an area that can be
spelled out

Mc � ρ σwc (2)
where ρ is the air density, σ the surface occupied by deep
convective cells and wc the areal-averaged vertical velocity
over the surface σ; the major difficulty is to specify the relative

contribution of σ and wc to Mc (Schubert et al., 2018). This
illustrates the importance of both the knowledge of the convective
surface and the convective vertical velocity to the cloud budget.
While recent investigations seem to favor convective surface
variability to explain the variability of cloud mass flux over
that of the vertical velocity in the tropics (Feng et al., 2012;
Kumar et al., 2015; Giangrande et al., 2016; Masunaga and Luo,
2016; Wang et al., 2020) strong scale dependence is also found
and a thorough assessment at the global scale is much needed.
Relative humidity in the troposphere also is impacted differently
by deep convection with different aggregated states (Bony et al.,
2020; Romps, 2021).

Observing the Dynamics of Deep
Convection
The role of field campaigns in the investigation of the properties
of storm and their control is unquestionable. From the GATE
experiment in 1974 that targeted oceanic convection over the
tropical Atlantic and its predictability, extensive multi-
instrumental campaigns have been conducted. Such campaigns
include (cf Houze, 2018): TOGA-COARE in 1992–1993 for the
documentation on ocean/atmosphere coupling, AMMA in
2006–2007 for the study of the West African Monsoon,
TWPICE in 2006 focusing on the tropical Warm Pool and the
Australian Monsoon, DYNAMO in 2011–2012 that deployed
over the equatorial Indian Ocean and looked at the Madden-
Julian Oscillation. The tremendous deployment of active, passive
and in-situ instruments during these 2-to-6 months field
experiments has been extensively used to develop a better
understanding on the micro- and macro-physical properties of
convection. Field campaigns are major opportunities to measure
vertical motion intensity using airborne instrumentation (Zipser
and LeMone 1980; LeMone et al., 1998), in spite of limitations due
to aircraft safety.

More recently, using profiling and scanning radars installed on
well-instrumented ground-based sites, population of convective
updrafts and downdrafts has been statistically characterized at
different locations (May and Rajopadhyaya 1999; Ray et al., 2012;
Giangrande et al., 2013, 2016; Kumar et al., 2015; North et al., 2017;
Kollias et al., 2018; Ovchinnikov et al., 2019;Wang et al., 2020). These
studies show that vertical velocity increases with altitude in spite of a
competition between entrainment and mixing with the environment
and hydrometeor loading that tends to slow the vertical velocity on
the one hand and latent heat release on the other (Zipser 2003). They
also demonstrate that the vertical mass flux is mainly controlled by
the updraft and downdraft core width. These long time series also
allow to study the sensitivity of the vertical mass flux to
environmental parameters (convective inhibition - CIN, convective
available potential energy—CAPE, for instance). Updraft size seems
to be strongly related to large scale vertical velocity and to the CIN,
whereas higher vertical velocities are observed in relatively dry
conditions in the low levels (Kumar et al., 2015; Giangrande et al.,
2016).

The quantitative documentation of the properties of
embedded deep convection and convective mass flux would
help to understand the coupling between deep convection and
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the associated cloud system. Some works already rely on
observations with short revisit time to investigate cloud
dynamics. Adler and Fenn (1979) demonstrated the use of
infra-red (IR, GOES satellite) imagers and their rapid-scan
modes (5min) onboard geostationary platforms to infer the
cloud top vertical velocity from the decreasing rate of the IR
measurements, assuming a moist adiabatic lapse rate, for a few
thunderstorms. This approach was expanded to MTSAT-1R
measurements by Hamada and Takayabu (2016) to study
cloud top vertical velocity during the growing phase of
convection. Low earth orbit (LEO) satellites have also been
analyzed in a similar method by Luo et al. (2014) who used
the close configuration (1–2min) of the infra-red imagers of the
A-Train to study the vertical velocity of convective tops.

As noted, this approach has been applied to IR imagers, which
limits the interpretations to cloud tops. In order to reach in-cloud
vertical velocities, microwave radiometers and radars in LEO are
the instruments to use. However, owing to their long wavelengths
(relative to visible light), such instruments must be placed on LEO
to achieve the necessary spatial resolution, which makes their
temporal sampling quite limited. Indeed, a single LEO instrument
will very rarely observe a weather system more than once during
the lifetime of the system. On the rare occasion that a single
instrument may revisit a storm on two consecutive orbits, the
visits are nevertheless separated by the typical amount of time it
takes the satellite to complete one orbit, i.e., ~ 90 min. During this
re-visit gap, the cloud will typically have undergone dramatic
changes, observed only by geostationary satellites orbiting at
much higher altitudes.

Recent technological advances have enabled the design of
miniaturized microwave instruments that are quite capable
and, at the same time, inexpensive enough to consider the
formation of a convoy of identical sensors in low-Earth orbit.

Several missions aiming at looking the fast changes of clouds
have been proposed in recent years with, for some of them, launch
of the demonstrator. For instance, the TEMPEST mission
(TEMPoral Experiment for Storms and Tropical systems, JPL/
NASA-Colorado State University; Reising et al., 2015;
Padmanabhan et al., 2020) proposes to deploy five Smallsats
flying 5 min apart to observe the global clouds and their transition
to precipitation with microwave sensors. Its demonstrator,
TEMPEST-D, successfully deployed from the ISS and operated
over 05/2018–07/2021. Rotation maneuvers of the spacecraft
allowed to approach the feasibility of the exploitation of
measurements of a same scene with a very short revisit time
(Schulte et al., 2020). The TROPICS constellation (Time-
Resolved Observations of Precipitation structure and storm
Intensity with a Constellation of Smallsats, GFSC/NASA-MIT
Lincoln Laboratory; Blackwell et al., 2018) will combine six
CubeSats distributed into three orbital planes for a 30min
revisit time and aims at providing microwave measurements
on the lifecycles of extreme meteorological events like storms
and cyclones. The test satellite TROPICS-Pathfinder was
launched on June 2020 and will be joined in 2022 by the rest
of the constellation. One can also mention the C3IEL mission
(Cluster for Cloud evolution, ClImatE and Lightning, CNES and
ISA; Rosenfeld et al., 2019), that focused on the 3D envelope of

clouds from stereocameras onboard two to three nanosats, taking
snapshots of the same scene every 20s at two to three different
viewing angles. Finally, the 10th Earth Explorer Mission of ESA
called Harmony will be a convoy of satellites carrying a multi-
beam IR instrument that will measure height-resolved cloud-top
movements.

A rather closer formation of satellites, separated in time by Δt
~ 1 min, would reach the temporal scale required to observe the
highly nonlinear cloud dynamics present in convective updrafts
(Haddad et al., 2017; Sy et al., 2017; Stephens et al., 2019). For
instance, Sy et al. (2017) have shown that pairs of Ka-band
profiling radars 90s apart would be able to resolve the dry air
mass flux and condensed-water flux above the melting level
(~5 km in tropical storms). The INCUS mission
(“Investigation of Convective UpdraftS”) relies on such a
constellation of 3 Ka-band radars accompanied by a
TEMPEST-D passive radiometer and has been selected
recently by NASA as part of its Earth Venture Program.

Inspired by these studies, the proposed C2OMODO mission
consists of a tandem of identical passive microwave radiometers
separated by less than 3min, that would provide the scientific
community with measurements of the convective mass flux Mc

and, thanks to the swath of the radiometer, to the surface of the
convective cells σ (Eqs. 1, 2).

In Section 2 we describe further the C2OMODO mission.
Section 3 is dedicated to unravelling the information content of
such an observing system thanks to several case studies, idealized
(3.1) or nature-like (3.2), to the promising synergies if a Doppler
radar is aligned with the tandem (3.3). Section 4 presents the
main lines of retrieval algorithms, from the question of the
detection of a convectively active column from d/dt
measurements (4.1) to operational “Level-2” products (4.2).
Section 5 draws the main implications of the C2OMODO
tandem.

THE C2OMODO “MINI-TRAIN”: OVERVIEW
OF THE INSTRUMENTS

C2OMODO stands for “Convective Core Observations through
MicrOwave Derivatives in the trOpics”. This project has been
conceptualized in 2018, following a round-table meeting that
focused on distributed small instruments (such as radiometers or
radars) as an emerging strategy to observe atmospheric dynamics
of clouds and storms at very fine temporal scales (Haddad et al.,
2017; Sy et al., 2017; Stephens et al., 2019).

The time-delayed observations are conceptually similar to
those obtained from ground weather radars, as well as
geostationary imagery, which readily show the evolution of
precipitation (in the radar case) or cloud tops (in the imagery
case) over minutes. The satellite convoys overcome the
limitations of geostationary images (sensitive only to the very
top of the clouds), and those of ground radar (not available over
the tropical oceans). While passive microwave radiometers tend
to be more sensitive to the total amount of condensed water in the
column (Crewell et al., 2009), multi-channel microwave
radiometry, with adequately selected frequencies, may be used
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to provide vertical information on hydrometeors (Evans et al.,
2012; Birman et al., 2017). Then if each satellite instrument is
sensitive to the 3-dimensional distribution of condensed water
within its field of view, the convoy is sensitive to the change in this
condensed water over the minute(s) separating the convoy
members.

The C2OMODO mission concept explores this time-
difference approach with passive microwave radiometers flying
30–180s apart. The time-lag between the two radiometers is part
of ongoing sensitivity studies and is not yet fixed. This is
illustrated on Figure 1 using simulations of the weather
forecast model AROME (Application of Research to
Operations at MEsoscale) of Météo-France. For this
illustration, the two passive radiometers provide the horizontal
map of the time difference in brightness temperatures
(henceforth Tb and dTb/dt) measured in a 183.31 ± 11 GHz
channel, and surround a 94 GHz radar looking at nadir,
reflectivity providing vertically resolved distribution of cloud
hydrometeors. The convective core sampled for this schematic,
associated with the highest values of reflectivities, is clearly visible
on the time-difference map and its horizontal structure reveals
patterns associated to the convective activity.

The two passive microwave radiometers inherit from the
SAPHIR moisture sounder on Megha-Tropiques (Brogniez
et al., 2013; Roca et al., 2015), which underwent technical
improvements to have a more compact (more receivers for the
same volume) and less energy-consuming instrument (Puech
et al., 2021), as well as from the ICI sounder onboard the
upcoming MetOP-SG (Thomas et al., 2012). This so-called
SAPHIR-New Generation (SAPHIR-NG) sounder will
observe the 183.31 GHz and 325.15 GHz strong H2O
absorption lines and will be completed by a window
channel at 89 GHz (Puech et al., 2021).

At these frequencies, the upwelling radiation from the low
troposphere is quite large, and the interaction with the icy
hydrometeors that accumulate in the clouds is mostly by
scattering. Therefore 183 GHz measurements are generally
used very successfully to detect deep convection and
overshoots (Burns et al., 1997; Greenwald and Christopher,
2002; Rysman et al., 2016; Chen and Bennartz, 2020; among
many others). Since the scattering is strongly dependent to the
size of the particle, measurements at 325 GHz will be sensitive to
smaller ice particles, thus providing complementary observations
to 183 GHz measurements during the formation and dissipation
of convection. Hence in presence of hydrometeors the intensity of
the depression in the Tb with respect to the Tb of the surrounding
clear sky is modulated by the concentration of hydrometeors in
the column.

A hyperspectral configuration is also currently considered as
an option for the 183 and 325 GHz channels. A reinforced
spectral sampling would be valuable for the vertical profiling
both for the water vapor estimates in clear sky and the profiling of
hydrometeors (Birman et al., 2017). Note that the added-value of
this hyperspectral sampling is not considered in the
present study.

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION CONTENT
STUDIES

This section presents information content studies based on
numerical models. An idealized simulation of a single
convective cell is first studied and used to test sensitivities to
microphysical properties, followed by nature-like simulations
covering large domains that convey a wide range of convective
activity. The complementarity of the C2OMODO tandem with a
Doppler radar is finally addressed with a case study from a large-
eddy simulation.

Idealized Study of Individual Convective
Cells
The Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model was used to
conduct two idealized simulations, one with strong and one
with weak convection. Warm bubbles are set-up to trigger the
convection: a 10-km diameter bubble and peak temperature
perturbation of 1K for the strong case and a 3-km diameter
bubble and peak temperature perturbation of 3K for the weak
case. The characteristics of the GCE model are provided in
Appendix A.1. For each of the two idealized situations, four
simulations have been conducted: a “control” simulation, a
“graupel” simulation that produces less and smaller graupel; a
“+cloud ice” simulation that produces more pristine ice particles;
and a “graupel and +ice” simulation that combines the changes in
“graupel” and “+cloud ice”.

Time series of several parameters from these simulations are
shown in Figure 2.

Despite the perturbations to the microphysics there are only
minor (<10%) differences in the maximum and total condensate
at any given time step (Figure 2 b-c-e-f). This is because the

FIGURE 1 | schematic of a convoy of satellites carrying passive
microwave instruments providing the horizontal map. The map reveals the
intensity of in-cloud upward motion associated to condensed water from time
differences of the brightness temperature (in K, over dt = 30s) measured
at 183 ± 11 GHz. The vertical cross-section is the vertically-resolved
concentration of hydrometeors (reflectivity) as provided by a radar (in the
present case, the CloudSat radar at 94 GHz).
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instability-driven updraft dominates the condensation process;
changes in microphysical process rates affect the partitioning
among species, but not the total condensate. There is some
separation between experiments after the initial updraft (t >
30 min), where the general effect of the perturbations is to
reduce the maximum of ice water path (via reduction of
riming, henceforth IWP in kg/m2), but increase the total ice
condensate (by reducing the fall speed as more ice is present in
the slower-falling aggregates and cloud ice categories).

The eight GCE simulations were used as input to a radiative
transfer model to forward simulate the SAPHIR-NG channels
at the radiometer resolution and at 1-min time steps (cf
Appendix A.1 for details). Two variables were examined for
each channel: the minimum brightness temperature (Tbmin,
spatial minimum) and the Integrated Scattering Depression
(ISD). The ISD (in K.km2) is defined as the inverse area
integral of the Tb at time step t (Tb(t)) subtracted from the
mean background Tb at the first time step of the simulation,
prior to any condensation (Tb(t=0)):

ISD(t) � ∫∫(Tb(t�0) − Tb(t))dydx (in K.km2) (3)

The ISD is computed for each frequency. The time series of
Tbmin and its derivative dTbmin/dt are shown in Figure 3 for
two selected channels in the 183 and 325 GHz bands. These
channels were chosen for their similar weighting functions and
clear-sky Tb. Differences are therefore due to the frequency

dependence of the scattering properties of the various
hydrometeor species.

The initial pattern, for both frequencies and convective cell
strengths, is a rapid decline of Tbmin caused by the formation of
large quantities of condensate. Tbmin decreases sharply during the
initial period when IWP is increasing. There are some differences
between the 183 and 325 GHz frequencies: The magnitude of the
dTbmin/dt is higher and occurs earlier in time at the 325 ±
3.5 GHz channel compared to that of the 183 ± 2.8 GHz
channel. This is due to the contribution of supercooled liquid
water, which absorbs more strongly at 325 than 183 GHz, which
damps the scattering signal more strongly at the higher frequency
until the cloud fully glaciates. Thus, dTbmin/dt can be used to infer
the glaciation state of a convective plume. There is relatively little
sensitivity of Tbmin or of dTbmin/dt to the microphysics
perturbations, although the “+cloud ice” experiment did
consistently increase Tbmin at 325 GHz after the initial updraft
stage, due to the change in particle size distribution (smaller cloud
ice particles have a lower single scatter albedo than larger
aggregate or graupel particles).

The ISD and its time derivative d (ISD)/dt, can also be readily
estimated from C2OMODO simulated swath measurements. The
time series of these parameters for two selected channels with
similar clear-sky weighting functions so the differences can again
be attributed to the frequency-dependent scattering properties of
the condensed water species that are shown in Figure 2.

The ISD is, to the first order, a proxy for the total condensed
ice water (Figure 4), although some notable differences between

FIGURE 2 | Time series of the maximum updraft speed at four altitudes [in m/s, subplots (A,C)], maximum ice and liquid water paths (in kg/m2, subplots (B,E), and
total ice and liquid condensate mass [in kg, subplots (C,F)] for the strong (top) and weak (bottom) convection cell simulations and for the four microphysical situations.
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FIGURE 3 | Time series of minimum brightness temperature (Tbmin in K, subplots (A,C) and its time derivative (dTbmin/dt in K/min, subplots (B,D); note the change
in time scale) for the C3 (183 ± 2.8 GHz in red) and C8 (325 ± 3.5 GHz in blue) SAPHIR-NG channels. The right panels are temporal zooms of the left panels, covering the
period in grey shadings. Top row: strong convection; bottom row: weak convection. The line styles indicate the microphysics perturbation experiments (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 4 | Time series of Integrated Scattering Depression (ISD, in K.km2, subplots (A,C) and its time derivative dISD/dt (in K.km2/min, subplots (B,D) for the C4
(183 ± 4.9 GH, in red) and the C9 (325 ± 9.5 GHz, in blue) SAPHIR-NG channels. Top row: strong convection; bottom row: weak convection. The line styles indicate the
microphysics perturbation experiments (see Figure 2).
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frequencies and microphysics experiments can be observed. First,
the ISD at 325 GHz exceeds that at 183 GHz, due to the increased
scattering optical depth with frequency (Buehler et al., 2007). For
the two cases, after the initial updraft (~40min for the strong
convective case, ~30min for the weak convective case) the
325 GHz ISD continues to grow or reaches a steady state as
the anvil expands, even as the 183 GHz ISD begins to decrease.
This is a consequence of the nonlinear dependence of the Tb on
IWP. At 325 GHz, the scattering signal saturates at a lower IWP
than at 183 GHz and the size of the anvil (not the average IWP) is
the dominant factor in determining the ISD.

As with the Tbmin, the increase cloud ice experiment (”+cloud
ice”) had the most consistent effect in reducing the ISD by
partitioning the condensed ice into smaller particles with
lower single scattering albedos, without a compensating
increase in the areal coverage of the anvil. The time
derivatives of ISD appear to be more sensitive to the
microphysics perturbations at 325 GHz than 183 GHz and are
rather noisy on the 1-min scale, especially for the weak
convection, suggesting that a longer separation time (~5 min)
may be optimal for discerning the microphysical processes that

govern anvil evolution than the short (~1 min) timescales that
capture the processes in the initial updraft.

Nature-Like Situations Over a Large
Domain
In addition to the two idealized simulations described previously,
convective-scale simulations from the non-hydrostatic model
Meso-NH are used to complete the information content study
of the C2OMODO concept. One situation considers the
thunderstorm Hector that develops almost on a daily basis
during the period September - April over the Tiwi Islands
North of Darwin, Australia (henceforth HEC, initialized by a
radiosounding launched on Nov. 30th 2005 at 0000 UTC, Dauhut
et al., 2015) while the other situation is a radiative-convective
equilibrium ocean case (RCE) from the RCEMIP exercise (Wing
et al., 2020). The characteristics of Meso-NH and the details of the
simulations are provided in Appendix A.2. Again, the SAPHIR-
NG channels are simulated for each set of simulations. Figure 5
presents a snapshot of the Meso-NH HEC set of simulations in
the Tb space for two channels (C1 at 183.31 ± 0.2 GHzand C6 at

FIGURE 5 | Snapshots from the Meso-NH HEC simulations (model resolution at 1 km). Top panels show the Tb (K) for (A) C1 and (B) C6 channels, and bottom
panels show the dTb/dt for (c) C1 (183.31 ± 0.2 GHz) and (d) C6 (183.31 ± 11 GHz) channels, for a time interval of dt = 1min. On figures (C) and (D), the white areas are
masked using a deep convection criterion (following Rysman et al, 2016) as well as dTb/dt < 0 (see text for details).
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183.31 ± 11 GHz) and the corresponding time derivative dTb/dt,
for a 1 min time step (dt = 1 min).

The minimum Tbs for channels C1 (183.31 ± 0.2 GHz,
sounding in the upper troposphere) and C6 (183.31 ± 11 GHz,
reaching the top of the boundary layer) are colocated as expected,
the intensity of the depression with respect to the surrounding
clear sky is much stronger for channel C6 than for channel C1.
The maps of the corresponding dTb/dt seem to show that the
largest temporal variations are on the edges of the minimum of
the Tbs, linking to the anvil evolution as mentioned previously
(Section 3.1). It should be noted, however, that the true
radiometer resolution (5 km at 183 GHz at nadir, see Table 1)
will reduce the amplitude of the differences.

The relationship between the simulated Tbs and the model
variables is examined for both the HEC and RCE simulations.
The focus is on the center of two absorption bands defined from
the optional hyperspectral configuration at [183.31; 183.31 + 0.2]
= 183.41 GHz and [325.15; 325.15 + 0.2] = 325.25 GHz and for a
1-min delay of the satellite tandem.

To match the expected observational pixel resolution (see
IFOV on Table 1), the simulation outputs were averaged at the
6 km resolution at 183.31 GHz and 3 km at 325.15 GHz. As
underlined in the previous section, the Tbs are strongly
sensitive to IWP in deep convection. Two model variables
for which a relationship with the observations of the
C2OMODO concept is expected are thus examined: the
time derivative of IWP (dIWP/dt), and the IWP-weighted
vertical velocity (wice). More precisely, wice is computed
from the vertically integrated momentum of ice (VIM, in
kg/m/s) following

VIM(x, y, t) � ∫
z
ρ(z)rice(z)w(z) dz (in kg/m/s) (4)

wice(x, y, t) � VIM/IWP (in m/s) (5)
rice is the mixing ratio of the total ice (kg/kg), including cloud ice,
graupel and snow, ρ is the density of air (kg/m3), and w is the
vertical velocity (m/s). The variable wice thus characterizes the
vertical wind speed within the icy cloud weighted by the ice
content and integrated over the atmospheric column.

Results for the 183.41 GHz channel are shown in Figure 6. The
grey shading delineates the impact of a 1-K uncertainty on the Tb,
which can be considered as a best-case scenario. It is indeed
expected that the intercalibration and geolocalization between the
two radiometers will add noise to the dTb/dt. Only grid points
where the criterion Tb183.31-Tb193.31 > 0 is satisfied are kept, a
criterion successfully used by Rysman et al. (2016) among others
to detect deep convection. Due to stronger deep convection
activity for HEC than for RCE, the dTb/dt reaches larger
negative values in the former simulations (-0.2 K/s) than in
the later (-0.1 K/s). Consistently, the median value of dIWP/dt
extends up to about 40 g/m2/s (HEC) and 30 g/m2/s (RCE). For
both simulations, a linear relationship between dTb/dt and
dIWP/dt is found. The slope of the regression line taken as
the median is equal to -200 g/m2/K and the interquartile range
of the distribution remains close to the median. The good
agreement between HEC and RCE suggests that this
relationship is weakly dependent on meteorological conditions,
at least under tropical situations.

The variation of wice with dTb/dt is analyzed for a subset of
situations, keeping only the deep convective cores in growing
stage (Figure 6, right). For this, we consider only the grid points
where deep convection occurs (Tb183.31-Tb193.31 > 0, as above)
and local minima of Tb and dTb/dt in the horizontal space for the
183.41 GHz channel are found. These additional filters are
important because the temporal variation in IWP is due to ice
transport in both the horizontal and vertical direction and to
microphysical changes in the ice. Therefore, a relationship
between wice and dTb/dt is expected only in the deep
convective cores where the vertical transport of ice may be the
dominant contributor. As previously, a quasi-linear relationship
is found between dTb/dt and wice (Figure 6, right). This time, the
slope of the linear regression differs between the simulations:
200 m/K for HEC and -100 m/K for RCE. This difference may be
due to differences in the characteristics of deep convection
(strength, size, lifetime, . . . ) over land (HEC) and over ocean
(RCE). Further work is needed to evaluate this hypothesis.

Figure 7 presents the evolution of the same variables dIWP/dt
and wice with respect to dTb/dt for the 325.25 GHz channel. The
criterion for the detection of deep convection is adapted at this

TABLE 1 | Main characteristics of the SAPHIR-NG radiometer. DDR: Direct Detection Radiometer. DSB: Double-Sided Band.

Nb of channels Channels [GHz] Bandwidth [MHz] Effective IFOV [km]

1 (DDR) 89 (C0) 4000 ≤ 20, 10 km at nadir

6 (DSB) (rec. SAPHIR/Megha-Tropiques) ≤ 10, 5 km at nadir
183.31 ± 0.2 (C1) 2 x 200
183.31 ± 1.1 (C2) 2 x 350
183.31 ± 2.8 (C3) 2 x 500
183.31 ± 4.2 (C4) 2 x 700
183.31 ± 6.8 (C5) 2 x 1200
183.31 ± 11 (C6) 2 x 2000

3 (DSB) (rec. ICI/MetOp-SG) ≤ 6, 3 km at nadir
325.15 ± 1.5 (C7) 2 x 1600
325.15 ± 3.5 (C8) 2 x 2400
325.15 ± 9.5 (C9) 2 x 3000
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channel such as only gridpoints where Tb325.15-Tb335.15 > 0 are
kept. The range of dTb/dt goes down to -0.3 K/s. This value is
larger than that at 183 GHz because the 3 km resolution at
325 GHz allows to capture more spatial variability in the Tb
than the 6-km resolution. The median value of dIWP/dt ranges to
about 30 g/m2/s for both RCE and HEC. This contrasts with the
40 g/m2/s found for HEC at 183.41 GHz. The stronger absorption
of water vapor at 325.25 GHz could explain a lower sensitivity to
change in IWP. The time derivative of IWP, dIWP/dt, also varies
quasi-linearily with dTb/dt, with an interquartile range closely
following the median, but with a slope of the linear regression at
median value of about -100 g/m2/K. This value of the slope is half
the value obtained for the 183.41 GHz channel indicating less
sensitivity of the 325.25 GHz channel to the amplitude in dIWP/
dt. Obtaining information on the time change of the IWP at 3 km
resolution is interesting however, to get fine-scale variability.

The variation of wice with dTb/dt for the 325.25 GHz channel
is also shown (Figure 7, right). In these cases, a quasi-linear
relationship between the two variables can be found with a slope
around -40 m/K for HEC and -70 m/K for RCE. Again, the

difference in slope for HEC could be due to the contrast of
deep convection between land and sea, which requires
further study.

Synergy With Doppler Radar
As briefly mentioned previously, the C2OMODO tandem may
potentially fly in train with active instruments, in particular a
Doppler cloud radar. This section aims at exploring the
information content complementarity of both instruments.
While the major limitation of a spaceborne Doppler radar is
its limited swath, its main strength is its ability to resolve the
whole cloud vertical profile. The synergy with the C2OMODO
concept and its capability of characterising vertical mass flux at
fine resolution over a wide swath is then of particular interest.

This synergy is studied here by simulating a spaceborne
35.5 GHz Doppler radar track. This simulated transect is
computed from the Meso-NH RCE runs at 200 m horizontal
resolution (large-eddy simulation, see Appendix A.2) The
spaceborne Doppler radar simulator (Kollias et al., 2014;
Kollias et al., 2018) estimates the total backscatter

FIGURE 6 |Histogram of dIWP/dt (left, in g/m2/s) and wice (right, in m/s) as a function of dTb/dt for the 183.41 GHz channel, at 6 km resolution andwith a time delay
of the satellite tandem of 1 min. The bin interval is 0.02 K/s. The median (bold lines) and the interquartile ranges (shadings) are shown for HECTOR (HEC/green) and RCE
(blue). The grey band delimits a dTb/dt uncertainty of 0.017 K/s, corresponding to a 1 K uncertainty in the Tbmeasurement for a 1 min time-delay between the satellites.
Results are shown for gridpoints verifying the deep convection criterion at 183 GHz (see text), restricted to growing cores for wice (right).

FIGURE 7 | Same as Fig. 6, but for the 325.25 GHz channel and at 3 km resolution.
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(unattenuated radar reflectivity factor, dBZ), gaseous and
hydrometeor signal extinction (dBZ/km) and mean Doppler
velocity. T-matrix scattering is used for the cloud, drizzle, and
rain hydrometeor species, and the Self-Similar Rayleigh-Gans
Approximation (SSRGA, Hogan and Westbrook, 2014) is used
for ice and snow particles. Hail and graupel particles are assumed
to have spherical shape with different densities (0.9 and 0.4 g/cm3

respectively). A realistic Earth’s surface echo (Lamer et al., 2020;
Burns et al., 1997) is introduce to account for missed detections
near the Earth’s surface and for estimating PIA estimates. These

radar observables are used as input to a comprehensive
spaceborne Doppler simulator that estimates the raw
simulated spaceborne radar signals. The radar simulator
accounts for the instrument sampling geometry (antenna and
range weighting function, along track integration), receiver noise
and platform motion.

Figure 8 shows the simulated 35.5 GHz reflectivity and the
corresponding Doppler vertical velocity, as well as the associated
183 GHz Tb and their 1-min temporal derivatives centred over
the radar observations. This configuration would correspond to

FIGURE 8 | Attenuated radar reflectivity (Z, in dBZ, top panel) and corresponding mean Doppler velocity (Vd in m/s, middle panel) without satellite motion effects at
35.5 GHz emulated from the 200 m resolution RCE simulation. Upward vertical velocity (in m/s) and water mass flux (in g/m2/s) are respectively superimposed on the two
top panels as contour levels. The two lower panels show the Tbs and dTb/dt of the six channels sampling the 183.31 GHz line.
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two radiometers flying respectively 30s before and after a
35.5 GHz radar. All these simulated instruments have been
averaged on a common 2.4 km resolution corresponding to
the radar resolution and a sample is provided every kilometre.

This simple version of a C2OMODO/Doppler radar simulator
shows that the depression in the Tb with respect to clear sky is of
the same order of magnitude whatever the intensity of convection
(compare at x = 20 km and x = 200 km). This saturation effect
limits the retrieval of the intense vertical transport of
hydrometeors by convective motions. As underlined in the
previous sections, the dTb/dt encompasses convective strength,
which allows for accurately locating the convective and
intensifying cores in a wider swath than what is possible with
a radar. Indeed, the lower values in dTb/dt are associated to the
atmospheric columns where the more intense vertical motions
and condensed mass fluxes are observed. At each altitude, during
this short 1-min time interval, hydrometeors are produced
through microphysical processes or transported from below
(modulus their fall speed) analogous to a Doppler velocity
(Stephens et al., 2019).

Figure 9 shows the correlation at each altitude of the radar
Doppler velocity Vd with the dTb/dt for the six 183 GHz channels
for the situations of deep convection identified using the

detection criteria described in Section 3.3. The highest values
of correlation (that can be higher than 0.8) are reached at different
altitude according to the channel because of their different
weighting functions. Under clear sky situations, the peaks of
183 GHz channels are between 7 (183 ± 1 GHz) and 2 km (183 ±
7 GHz) altitude, the actual altitude depending on the water vapor
content (Chen and Bennartz, 2020), with upward shifts in cloudy
situations. The correlations displayed in Figure 8 reach the
highest values close to the altitude of the peak of the
weighting functions. This suggests that the signal that is
contained in the Doppler velocity is also contained in the
dTb/dt of the passive instruments.

The scatter plots of Figure 9 show the dTB/dt of the C2 (183 ±
1.1 GHz), the C3 (183 ± 2.8 GHz) and the C5 (183 ± 6.8 GHz)
SAPHIR-NG channels as function of the radar Doppler velocity
vd averaged in 1 km-depth layers roughly centered around the
peaks of the weighting functions. For these three layers, a linear
relationship is found between the dTB/dt and the layer-averaged
Vd: a reinforcement of the upward mass flux translates into a
higher IWP and thus a larger reduction of the Tb (Chen and
Bennartz, 2020).

This is exactly where the synergy between the two sets of
observations lies: the vertically-resolved profiles of Doppler

FIGURE 9 | Correlation coefficient computed at each altitude between radar Doppler velocity and temporal derivatives of the six SAPHIR bands sampling the
183 GHz water vapor absorbing band for convective profiles (first vertical panel). Brightness temperature temporal derivatives (dTb/dt in K/s) as a function of Doppler
velocity Vd (in m/s) for convective profiles in 1 km-depth altitude layer centered on the peaks of the weighting functions (second vertical panel) for SAPHIR channels C2,
C3 and C5. The black lines are linear regressions and the associated R2 are provided.
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vertical velocity provided by the radar can be extrapolated to the
swath of the C2OMODO passive radiometers to obtain layer-
averaged upwardmotion of ice particles as well as their horizontal
extent.

TOWARDS A RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM

The previous sections have shown that there is a link between the
vertical mass flux in a convective atmosphere and passive
microwave observations spaced in time by a short delay dt.
Here we draw the main lines of the data processing involving
both the observations and their time-derivatives. Such data
processing needs to quantify the extent to which the vertical
transport in a cloudy column over a discrete time interval dt can
be characterized from a set of measurements O = [ Tb1(t),. . .,
TbN(t), Tb1 (t + dt), . . ., TbN(t + dt) ] measured in N channels at
the initial and final times t and t + dt.

A straightforward approach is to proceed in two steps:

1. Quantify how well the observational setup can detect if the
column has any significant vertical transport in the first
place—this is the detection step;

2. Then, and only for those columns where vertical transport is
detected, quantify how well the coarse vertical characteristics
of the transport can be retrieved. The characteristics will
necessarily be coarse, because the passive measurements
have already been shown to be sensitive to the coarse-scale
vertical distribution of condensed water (Jiang et al., 2017;
Chen and Bennartz, 2020) without the ability to resolve
changes at resolutions on the order of 1,000 m or finer.

Detection of a Convectively Active Column
The first step requires the derivation and evaluation of a detector.
Starting with a set of convection-permitting model simulations
(CPMs), conducted at horizontal resolution sufficiently fine to
represent the vertical transport reasonably accurately (i.e., on the
order of 100 m), one can try to derive the joint distribution pup of
one’s observations O = [ Tb1(t), . . ., TbN(t), Tb1 (t + dt), . . .,
TbN(t + dt) ] conditioned on there being a significant vertical
transport in the column (subscript “up”), and quantify how
different this distribution is from the joint distribution pnot
when there is no significant vertical transport in the column

(subscript “not”). For simplicity, one can define “there is a
significant vertical transport in the column” to mean that
there is a height h in the column where the vertical velocity
w(h) exceeds a threshold wmin and where the condensed water
content q(h) also exceeds a threshold qmin. Each distribution can
be approximated by a Gaussian, so that one only needs to
compute the two conditional means Om,up = E{O | updraft}
and Om,not = E{O | no updraft}, and the two corresponding
conditional covariance matrices Cup = Cov{O | updraft} and Cnot

= Cov{O | no updraft}.
Here our CPMs is the WRF model which was set-up to

simulate Hurricane Isabel at the expected radiometer
resolution. The details of the model are provided in Appendix
A.3. One half of the simulations obtained during the first 10 min
of the run was used as the reference and one half of the
simulations in the latter half of the run was used to evaluate
the retrieval errors. The columns produced by our CPM have
been analyzed for different combinations of wmin = 1, two or 3 m/
s and qmin = 0.05 or 0.2 g/m3. Only three channels are retained for
simplicity: at 166 GHz (a window channel very similar to the C6
channel of SAPHIR-NG), 184 GHz (close to C2), and 190 GHz
(close to C5). The results are summarized in Table 2.

This observational configuration allows to detect correctly
the presence of a significant updraft in the column more than
70% of the time. In the case of the lower detection threshold
(qmin = 0.05 g/m3) the probabilities of detection reach higher
values (>80%). The false-alarm rates seem to stay the same
regardless of what is chosen for qmin at a given vertical velocity
wmin. These results highlight that passive microwave
radiometers aligned in a convoy separated by a short time
(~1min) can achieve a success rate in excess of 80% for the
identification of convective updrafts.

The approach to evaluate the detection can be used to
quantify the sensitivity of the observations to the coarse
vertical characteristics of the underlying updraft. To the
extent that the prototypical updraft, as a function of
height, should start with w = 0 at the lowest level (by
definition) increasing to a maximum value wmax somewhere
in the column and then decreasing down to 0 past the top of
the cloud, it is not unreasonable to try to determine the value
wmax along with the height hmax at which it is achieved. To
determine how sensitive the observation vector O is to the pair
(wmax, hmax), one can start by partitioning the two-
dimensional (wmax, hmax)-space into a set of contiguous

TABLE 2 | Probabilities of detection/false-alarm of non-shallow convective core from measurements of a pair of radiometers, according to different minimum thresholds in
condensed water qmin and vertical velocities wmin.

Minimum Threshold in
Condensed Water qmin

Minimum Threshold in
Vertical Velocity wmin

Probability of Detection Probability of False-Alarm

0.05 g/m3 1 m/s 0.8522 0.3123
2 m/s 0.8352 0.2051
3 m/s 0.838 0.1556

0.2 g/m3 1 m/s 0.7149 0.3149
2 m/s 0.7227 0.2259
3 m/s 0.7255 0.1649
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tiles, indexed by a pair of indices (i,j) where i indicates the
discrete interval of values of wmax and j the discrete interval of
values of hmax. The CPMs columns that fall in each tile can
then be used to approximate the conditional distribution pi,j
of O in that tile, namely by considering that pi,j is normal and
hence completely determined by the conditional mean mi,j = E
{O | the underlying column is in tile (i,j)}and the conditional
covariance Mi,j = Cov{O | the underlying column is in tile
(i,j)}, which can be readily computed given the columns in
each tile. Armed with these distributions, i.e. the conditional-

mean vectors mi,j and conditional-covariance matrices Mi,j,
one can easily determine which tile a given arbitrary
observation O “belongs” to: indeed, O is most likely to be
from the population (i,j) for which pi,j(O) > pi’,j’(O) for all
other (i’,j’). In other words, for a given observation O one can
compute the values of all the conditional distributions pi,j(O)
and then choose the one with the largest value as the
distribution that O most likely belongs to—and thereby
attribute to O the value of (wmax, hmax) in that maximum-
likelihood tile. Rather than stopping at the mean value of

TABLE 3 | Root-mean-square errors on wmax (in m/s) and hmax (in km) for different tiles of the space (wmax, hmax).

Interval on hmax <6.35 km 6.35–7.75 km 7.75–9.25 km 9.25–10.5 km >10.5 km

Interval on wmax

wmax <2 m/s 1.842 2.972 3.872 5.161 4.842
2–4 m/s 1.461 1.490 2.355 3.396 3.640
4–6 m/s 1.849 1.593 1.021 1.838 2.374
6–8 m/s 2.994 3.136 2.099 0.932 1.028
>8 m/s 4.909 6.930 5.336 3.9566 2.711

hmax <2 m/s 3.233 1.438 2.421 2.574 3.421
2–4 m/s 2.039 0.831 1.133 2.049 3.459
4–6 m/s 2.320 0.996 1.038 2.011 3.140
6–8 m/s 2.670 1.058 0.976 1.469 2.380
>8 m/s 2.328 1.326 0.742 1.669 1.509

FIGURE10 | Six examples of profiles of vertical mass flux retrieved the Tbs obtained at t and t + dt: the Tbs are used to estimate wmax and hmax, which are combined
to the cloud top height (CTH) and the top three principal components of each profile obtained from a PCA (see text for details). The blue curve is the original profile, and
the red curve is the reconstruction of that profile using only its top three principal components. The black curves are the profiles retrieved from wmax, hmax and CTH.
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(wmax, hmax) in that tile, we derived a linear regression for
(wmax, hmax) in terms of the entries of O, for each tile. The
resulting estimate of wmax(O) and hmax(O) can then be
compared with the true values for the column, to quantify
the error in this simple characterization.

In a nutshell, we first compile a reference database D of stormy
columns and we partition the database D into tiles Di,j according to
the true values of (wmax, hmax), so that in real time, given an
observation vector O, we can calculate the different probabilities
pi,j(O) of observing O if the truth was in either one of the tiles and
then select the tile for which this probability is the largest: that is the
tile to which Omost likely “belongs” and therefore the mean of wmax

and hmax in that tile are the values that we associate as the retrieval for
the observed O. Table 3 summarizes the results with root-mean-
square errors (rmse).

The values of rmse for wmax are highest for the slowest (<2 m/
s) and fastest (>8 m/s) updrafts, whatever their altitude in the
column. In between, the linear regression established from the
observation vector O allows to estimate the maximum vertical
velocity wmax for each of the pre-defined atmospheric layers with
reasonably small uncertainties. In parallel, this detector can also
attribute with a good accuracy the altitude hmax of wmax for each
layer, thus enabling to determine vertically the altitude of
maximum velocity within the column.

The estimates of wmax and hmax, together with the estimate of
the cloud top height (CTH), defined as the maximum height for
which q > qmin, provide a coarse description of the vertical shape
of the vertical transport of mass. Hence, using wmax, hmax and
CTH as well as the top three principal components of the profiles
computed from a Principal Component Analysis onto the
reference database D (gathering the stormy columns only),
one can reconstruct the profile of vertical transport. Examples
of reconstructed profiles of mass flux are presented on Figure 10
and compared with the original ones. As illustrated the retrieved

profiles are not perfect replicas of the originals, but the
discrepancies follow the errors summarized in Table 3.

Development of “Level-2” Geophysical
Products
These information content studies make it possible to fully
explore the swath of the C2OMODO concept to infer the
upward motion of ice within convection, through the
development of a retrieval method. Here we present an
insight of such retrieval, as a first stage of future Level-2
products derived from time-differences of microwave Tb.

Both machine learning or deep learning methods are well suited
for multi-variate retrievals (Aires et al., 2011; Sivira et al., 2015). For
the sake of simplicity in this overview paper on the C2OMODO
mission, we focus on a retrieval based on full convolutional neural
networks (also called U-Net, Ronneberger et al., 2015). Such
approaches, adapted to image detection and classification, have
been recently applied very successfully to highly resolved satellite
images and the retrieval of parameters like surface winds (Shen et al.,
2019) or rain rates (Veillette et al., 2018; Choi and Kim, 2019;
Sadeghi et al., 2020; Duan et al., 2021). Basically, the architecture of
U-Net is made of a series of blocks of convolutional functions that
detect the spatial structures of the input image and encode them into
feature representations at different spatial resolutions. The decoder
part of the U-Net projects the features that have been detected into
the original image. The advantage of deep learning methods over
traditional (e.g. Bayesian) methods lies a lot on the learning of the
spatial structures, not just on the signal itself.

The baseline simulation of HEC discussed above underwent
slight perturbations to increase the size of available simulations
(increases of 10% RH to 40% RH with or without wind, yielding
to 10 different versions of HEC). Each one of the simulations
underwent a procedure of data augmentation with a random

FIGURE 11 | (A) Vertically integrated ice mass flux (VIM, kg/m/s) as simulated by MESO-NH for a snapshot of the HEC set of simulations. (B)Meso-NH VIM (x-axis)
versus predicted VIM (y-axis) for the filtered deep convective situations within the entire validation dataset. The Pearson correlation coefficient (R), root-mean-square error
(RMSE) and mean bias (MBE) are indicated. The color scale for the scatter plot represents the normalized density of data, in log scale.
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horizontal and vertically flipping to prevent the U-Net from just
learning the position of the spatial structures within the maps.
The training and prediction stages use these 10 available versions
of HEC, through cross-validation procedure: nine out of 10 are
used for the training (80%)/validation (20%) steps while the last
one is dedicated to test the retrieval. A gradient descent is used to
update the weight during the training while the optimization
method is ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014). The deep convection
criteria defined above (Tb183.31-Tb193.31 > 0, see Sect 3.3.2) is
applied to all the simulations, in order to focus on the learning of
deep convective structures and not the surrounding clear air.

For the present case, which is purely a demonstration, we
make use of the (Tb, d Tb/dt) variables of the six channels at
183 GHz and the three channels at 325 GHz, without the
hyperspectral option. A U-Net is thus trained on this subset of
18 variables (dt = 1min) to learn their non-linear relationships
with the vertically integrated ice mass flux (VIM, Eq. (4)). The
results of the VIM retrieved from this U-Net are illustrated in
Figure 11 as a demonstration. The map (Figure 11A) shows the
structure of the convective systems as defined from the VIM
variable for one time step of HEC.

The comparison of the VIM provided by MESO-NH and the
predicted VIM from the U-Net for the full set of the validation
dataset is presented on Figure 11B. The U-Net algorithm
performs already really well for the retrieval of the VIM
parameter with a good correlation (0.72), a small bias
(11.56 kg/m/s) and a quite reasonable RMSE (76.88 kg/m/s).
One can also notice a slight tendency to underestimate the
large values of VIM. This most certainly comes from the
definition of VIM which can lead to values near 0 kg/m/s
when there are both downdrafts and updrafts in the column,
even if there is a large amount of ice. In such situations the U-Net
model learns the relationship between the Tbs and VIM with
some complicated situations where the Tb are low (near 130 K),
associated to large amount of ice in the column, whereas the VIM
is small.

Of course, the retrieval approach can be refined and better tuned
to the information content of the C2OMODO tandem. Several factors
can improve the estimations and are currently under study: the use of
the hyperspectral option mentioned above; the refinement of the
criteria to detect deep convection; an increase of the dataset used for
the U-Net training; a more sophisticated architecture thanU-Net; the
retrieval of the vertical ice mass flux profile instead the integrated
column in order to separate downdraft and updraft regions. The
retrieval of the pairs (wmax; hmax) is also under study.

SUMMARY AND WAY FORWARD

Measurement from passive radiometers, organized in a convoy
with very short revisit-time Δt ~ 1-min, can be smartly used to
look at the fast changes that occur within the updrafts that
characterize deep convection.

Within the current trend in miniaturized instruments (active/
passive) on Smallsats, the C2OMODO mission proposes to
exploit the information content of microwave measurements
at 183 and 325 GHz and their time-derivatives. Numerical

models were used to perform idealized simulations of a single
convective cell as well as nature-like simulations covering large
domains to look at a wide range of convective activity. These
simulations were used to infer the information content of the
C2OMODO mission. A third simulation involved a Doppler
nadir-viewing radar (35.5 GHz). From these preliminary
studies, several aspects can be drawn from the set of
observations (Tb, dTB/dt) provided by the C2OMODO payload:

- the time-derivative dTb/dt at both 183 and 325 GHz can be
used to infer the glaciation state of convection via the signature
of IWP at these two frequencies that reflects the microphysical
changes during the development of convection;

- the relationships between upward ice mass flux and dTb/dt
seem weakly dependent on the weather conditions, at least
in our set of tropical experiments;

- the maximum vertical velocity reached within a convective
atmospheric column, as well as its height can be estimated
with a small error, depending on the range of velocity
(smaller error for higher speeds) and on the height (more
or less close to the ground).

- the vertical information included within the Tb and dTb/dt,
via the weighting functions of the channels can be related to
the vertically-resolved profiles of vertical velocity from
nadir-viewing Doppler radar, thus showing a path of very
strong synergy between C2OMODO and a Doppler radar.

Such new set of observations can be explored to dig further
into the physics of deep convection and its place within the
energy and water cycle. Emerging global kilometer-scale
models are now anticipated for both climate and forecast
applications (Neumann et al., 2019; Bauer et al., 2021). The
C2OMODO observations together with the various
innovative satellite missions under development will bring
an invaluable and much needed observational constraint to
help improving these models that suffers from long enduring
uncertainty on the vertical mass flux and vertical velocity
(Varble et al., 2011; Marinescu et al., 2021).
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